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Cells estimate concentrations of chemical ligands in their environment using a limited set of
receptors. Recent work has shown that the temporal sequence of binding and unbinding events on
just a single receptor can be used to estimate the concentrations of multiple ligands. Here, for a
network of many ligands and many receptors, we show that such temporal sequences can be used to
estimate the concentration of a few times as many ligand species as there are receptors. Crucially,
we show that the spectrum of the inverse covariance matrix of these estimates has several universal
properties, which we trace to properties of Vandermonde matrices. We argue that this can be used
by cells in realistic biochemical decoding networks.
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Introduction. Cellular environment contains many
chemical ligands that are sensed by cell surface recep-
tors. Typically, the number of ligand species is larger
than that of the receptors. However, in traditional treat-
ments of the problem, one only takes into account the
(fluctuating) steady-state occupancy of receptors [1–4],
which allows estimation of just one quantity (e. g., one
ligand species) per receptor. Recent work has focused in-
stead on using sequences of binding and unbinding times
for the estimation. The durations of unbound times carry
information about the concentrations [5], while the du-
rations of bound times identify the ligands. This allows
to estimate the concentrations even in the presence of
spurious background ligands [6, 7], or to get information
about more than one concentration simultaneously from
a single receptor [8, 9]. All of this can be done using bi-
ologically plausible chemical reaction networks, such as
variations of the kinetic proofreading model [10, 11].
Here we turn to a previously not investigated regime,
where both the number of ligands and the number of re-
ceptors are large, and ligands and receptors interact with
a broad distribution of binding affinities, the so called
Multiple Inputs – Multiple Outputs (MIMO) problem.
We use maximum-likelihood (ML) techniques [5, 7, 8] to
estimate concentrations of all ligands from outputs of all
receptors, which provides estimates that are consistent
with the true concentrations [12]. We then focus on the
co-variance of the estimates, obtained from the Hessian
matrix. Our main finding is that the eigenvalue spec-
trum of this matrix exhibits universal behaviors, which
we trace to properties of Vandermonde matrices. We ar-
gue that such MIMO problem is common in various bio-
logical systems, and it is also of relevance more broadly,
beyond the ligand-receptor problem we study here.
Model. Consider a mixture of NL ligands, with concen-
trations cα, α ∈ [1, NL], that bind to NR receptors with
binding (unbinding) rates kαi (rαi). Notice that NL can
be larger than NR, so that more ligand concentrations are
being measured than there are receptor types. Further,
ligands and receptors cross-react, so that, in principle,
kαi > 0 and rαi <∞ for all α and i. Thus we do not dis-
tinguish cognate and noncognate ligand-receptor pairs.
Suppose ni binding/unbinding events happen on the
i’th receptor over the measurement time T . There is
no way of knowing which particular ligand caused which
binding, but binding durations are known, which pro-
vides some information about the ligand identity. In the
regime of interest ni  1 and a single binding or un-
binding event matters little. Thus we assume that all
receptors are unbound at t = 0 and bound at t = T .
Then the sequence of unbound/bound durations of the
i’th receptor is {~τui , ~τbi } = {τu1i , τb1i , τu2i , τb2i , . . . , τuni , τbni}.
The likelihood of observing such a sequence is [8]:
P ({~τui , ~τbi }|{cα}) =
1
Z
NR∏
i=1
ni∏
mi=1
e−τumi NL∑α=1 cαkαi
×
NL∑
α=1
cαkαirαie
−τbmirαi
]
. (1)
The log likelihood can be maximized to get the max-
imum a posteriori (MAP) estimate of the concentration
vector {cα}. Differentiating Eq. (1) w. r. t. cα gives the
following NL coupled algebraic MAP equations:
0 =
∂ logP
∂cα
≡ (logP )′α =
∂logP
∂cα
+
NR∑
i=1
ni∑
mi=1
(
−τumikαi +
kαirαie
−τbmirαi∑NL
α=1 cαkαirαie
−τbmirαi
)
, (2)
where P is the prior over the concentrations. The co-
variance of the estimation can be obtained from the in-
verse of the Hessian matrix (logP ′′)αβ evaluated at the
MAP solution. We get:
logP ′′ =
NR∑
i=1
logP ′′i + logP ′′, (3)
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FIG. 1: (a) Eigenvalue spectrum of the Hessian matrix logP ′′ plotted for different total observation time T for a network of 4
receptors and 40 ligands. The eigenvalues are averaged over 10 random realizations of the unbinding rates. All concentrations
and binding rates are set to 1. The unbinding rates are chosen from a log-normal distribution with mean parameter 1 and the
standard deviation parameter 0.1. In these simulations, we have set the minimum eigenvalue (the inverse of the prior variance)
as 10−10. In reality, eigenvalues much smaller than 1 will be dominated by the prior and are not physically relevant. The
largest eigenvalue corresponds to measuring the total concentration of all ligands. Other eigenvalues group together in subsets
of the number of receptors (here NR = 4). These subsets are nearly equally spaced on the log axis. (b) Averaged (over 1000
random realizations of the unbinding rates) eigenvalue spectrum of logP ′′ vs the number of receptors, NR. Here NL = 40
and T = 100. The concentrations and the unbinding rates are as above. As the number of receptors changes, the size of the
split subsets follows. (c) Averaged (over 1000 random realizations of the unbinding rates) eigenvalue spectrum of logP ′′ vs the
standard deviation of the unbinding rate distribution, which is log-normal with the mean parameter 1. We simulated a network
of 4 receptors and 40 ligands for T = 100. The concentrations and binding rates were chosen as earlier. A network with wider
range of unbinding rates estimates concentrations better (larger eigenvalues).
where (logP ′′)αβ = ∂
2 logP
∂cα∂cβ
δαβ and
(logP ′′i )αβ =
ni∑
mi=1
(kαirαie
−τbmirαi)(kβirβie
−τbmirβi)(∑NL
α=1 cαkαirαie
−τbmirαi
)2 .
(4)
We assumed that the a priori concentration co-variances
are zero. logP ′′i contains terms that are contributed to
the αβ entry in the Hessian matrix by the receptor i. The
sum in Eq. (4) is over the durations for the which this i’th
receptor was bound, because only the bound durations
are informative of the ligand identity.
Variances of the estimates scale as the inverse of the
eigenvalues of logP ′′ – high eigenvalues correspond to
lower variance of various linear combination of the esti-
mated concentrations. Thus we focus on the spectrum of
eigenvalues of logP ′′ in the rest of the paper.
Eigenvalue spectrum of the inverse covariance matrix.
To illustrate the main properties of the eigenvalues of
logP ′′, we performed simulations of ligand-receptor net-
works of varying sizes. We explored different distri-
butions of binding rates, concentrations, and unbind-
ing rates, and these have little effect on the conclusions
drawn below, unless noted otherwise. First, we set all
(nominally unknown) ligand concentrations and binding
rates to 1 for simplicity. This is the hardest inference
problem – the least certainty about which specific ligand
got bound to which specific receptor. Further, we choose
to work with the log-normal distribution of unbinding
rates (or, equivalently, normally distributed energy bar-
rier between bound and unbound states). Figure 1 shows
the eigenvalues of the matrix logP ′′ vs the total simula-
tion time T for a network of 40 ligands and 4 receptors in
panels (a) and (c), and a variable number of receptors in
panel (b). In all cases, the highest singleton eigenvalue
for each T corresponds to the estimate of the total con-
centration, ctot =
∑
cα. However, the rest of the eigen-
values come in subsets, whose size is equal to the number
of receptors in the network, and these sets are separated
almost equidistantly on a log-scale. Further, the mean
of the eigenvalues and the top singleton eigenvalue are
higher for systems with more receptors – which corre-
sponds to a better inference coming from more indepen-
dent samples of the concentrations, cf. Fig. 2. Finally, as
the variance of the unbinding rates increases, the eigen-
values get lifted (the overall inference improves), and the
splitting of subsets decreases, which suggests that (i) di-
versity of cross-reactivities among ligands and receptors
improves the estimation, and (ii) the splitting is due to
the degeneracy of nearly similar unbinding rates.
We now assume that the concentrations cα are sam-
pled from an unknown Gaussian distribution, N (µ =
1, σ = 1). We can quantify the ability to infer the
concentrations from the binding data by calculating the
Fisher information – the expected value (over the con-
centration prior) of the Hessian of the log-likelihood ma-
trix at the MAP solution. Specifically, we focus on
the negative logarithm of the determinant of the Fisher
information matrix, divided by the number of ligands,
F ≡ −〈logP ′′αβ |MAP〉/NL. It represents the average log-
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FIG. 2: Asymptotic properties of the inference are reflected in
the negative logarithm of the determinant of the Fisher infor-
mation matrix per ligand species, F . We plot F vs. NL/NR,
connecting the data points with (a) constant NL and (b) con-
stant NR. Parameters of the simulations are as in Fig. 1, with
the log-variance of the log-normal distribution of the unbind-
ing rate ∆r = 0.1, and T = 100. Asymptotically, F scales as
(NL)
α, α ≈ 3.7, and as 1/ (NR)β , β ≈ 1. Insets in both panels
show how α and β change with T . Error bars represents (±)
1 standard error obtained from the linear fits.
arithm of the variance on the ligand concentration fol-
lowing an observation. We investigate this quantity as
a function of NR and NL in Figure 2. We observe that
F ∝ NLα/NβR, with α ≈ 3.7 and β ≈ 1 for the ob-
servation duration T = 100. The dependence on NR
represents the usual law of large numbers – as more mea-
surements of the concentrations are made, the average
variance of the estimates, F , falls inversely proportion-
ally with the number of measurements, NR. Correspond-
ingly, β does not change with T . The reason for scaling
with NL is unclear, but it indicates that decreasing the
number of ligands has a dramatic effect on the ability
to estimate them, approaching α ≈ 4 at asymptotically
large T . Notice also that F starts deviating from 0 at
NL/NR ∼ 3 . . . 10, indicating that the network can esti-
mate nearly 3 . . . 10 as many ligand species as it has the
receptors. Qualitatively similar results are obtained for
other types distributions of the unbinding rates [13].
Origin of the eigenvalue spectrum. Two related argu-
ments can explain our observations that (i) eigenvalues
are split in groups of size NR, (ii) the groups are nearly
equidistant from each other on the log space, (iii) higher
diversity of unbinding rates decreases the gap between
the groups. We start by writing logP ′′i = J
T
i Ji, where
(Ji)miα =
kαirαie
−τbmirαi∑Nl
γ=1 cγrγie
−τbmirγi
. (5)
Assuming that the bound time durations on the receptor
i, τbmi are distributed narrowly around some mean value
τ¯bi (the accuracy of this assumption depends on the tight-
ness of the distribution of the unbinding rates), we can
expand (Ji)miα around this mean value. This gives
(Ji)miα =
∞∑
ν=1
(Ji)
(ν−1)
α (dτmi)
ν−1, (6)
where (Ji)
(ν)
α represents the ν’th derivative of (Ji)miα,
evaluated at τ¯bi , and dτmi = τ
b
mi − τ¯bi ,
Using the expansion in Eq. (6), we can write Ji = ViAi,
where (Ai)να = (Ji)
(ν−1)
α and Vi is the Vandermonde
matrix (Vi)miν = (dτmi)
ν−1
[14]. So, logP ′′i = J
T
i Ji =
(Ai)
T (Vi)
TViAi. The eigenvalues of the matrix (Vi)
TVi
scale as dτ2(ν−1) [15]. We performed simulations with
matrices of this form, namely (V R)T (V R), where R is a
random matrix with elements chosen uniformly at ran-
dom from [0, 1], and dτi in the Vandermonde matrices
were chosen uniformly at random from [−0.1, 0.1]. Other
ranges and distributions of values produce qualitatively
similar results. The resulting eigenvalues are shown in
Fig. 3, together with eigenvalues of matrices V and R, for
comparison. These simulations suggest that the eigenval-
ues of logP ′′i follow the same scaling as of V
TV .
The matrix formed by adding several matrices of the
form logP ′′i has an eigenvalue spectrum similar to that of
logP ′′ (compare Fig. 3 to Fig. 1). This is because the ma-
trices being added (logP ′′i ) have eigenvalues distributed
roughly exponentially, but the corresponding eigenvec-
tors are rotated randomly w. r. t. each other. In high-
dimension, such random rotations result in the eigenvec-
tors corresponding to the eigenvalue of the same rank
being almost orthogonal to each other. This will intro-
duce level splitting, similar to degenerate perturbation
theory in quantum mechanics, so that if N such matrices
are added, eigenvalues will come in groups of N sets.
We can illustrate the same result with a different, but
related argument. We simulated matrices of the form
(Mi)αβ =
∑N
m=1(xαxβ)
τm , where xα’s and τ ’s are gener-
ated randomly, and N  1 (our conclusions below hold
for N & 5). This form corresponds to the exponential
terms in Eq. (4). The eigenvalues of these simulated
matrices show an exponential scaling similar to that of
logP ′′i , cf. Fig. 3. Further, if several such matrices are
added together, M =
∑
iMi, the resulting eigenvalue
spectrum again looks similar to that of logP ′′ because of
the same level splitting argument for orthogonal eigen-
vectors corresponding to the same eigenvalues. This sug-
gest that the eigenvalue spectrum we see for the ligand-
receptor network is not overly specific to this system, but
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FIG. 3: The eigenvalue structure observed for the Hessian for
the ligand-receptor networks has its origin in the Vandermode
matrix, through the expansion of the type (V R)T (V R) (see
text). The first four columns show spectra of RTR, where
R is a random matrix, V TV [15], (V R)T (V R), and a sum of
different (V R)T (V R) matrices. R and V are 40 × 40 square
matrices and 5 such matrices are added for the spectra in
the fourth column. Such matrices are ill conditioned due to
the V TV factor, and their eigenvalue spectra are dominated
by this factor. Notice that the spectrum of the V TV factor
determines the spectrum of (V R)T (V R), and adding many
such matrices results in level splitting. A related argument
is illustrated in the last two columns. We suggest that the
eigenvalues of logP ′′i result from the exponential part in the
numerator of Eq. (4). Matrix M40×40 in fifth column has
the same structure (Mi)αβ =
∑N
m=1(xαxβ)
τm , resulting in
exponentially spaces eigenvalues. For these simulations, we
chose τ uniformly at random in [0 1], x uniformly at random in
[0.9, 1.1], and N = 20. Adding many such matrices together
again results in level splitting (last column).
results from the particular structure (sum of exponenti-
ated bilinear terms) of the Hessian matrices.
Decoding concentrations from receptor activities. Our
receptor-ligand MIMO inference scheme only measures
the duration of time for which each receptor is bound
and unbound. Moments of these times can be used to
infer concentrations of individual ligand species:
〈(τbi )n〉 =
∑
α
kαicα∑
α′ kα′icα′
∞∫
0
τnmirαie
−rαiτmidτmi
=
∑
α
cα
ctot
1
rnαi
∞∫
0
τne−τdτ =
∑
α
cα
ctot
Γ(n+ 1)
rnαi
, (7)
where the term outside the integral in the first line is the
probability of ligand α to bind receptor i and rαie
−rαiτmi
is the probability density for such bound interval dura-
tions. Here we assumed the binding rates to be the same
for simplicity, which happens when they are diffusion-
limited. Thus each moment is a linear combination of
the ligand concentrations.
It is easy to design realistic biochemical networks that
would solve such a systems of linear equations and in-
fer the concentrations [7–9]. For example, to estimate
the first moment 〈τi〉, a reporter molecule can be gen-
erated only when the receptor i is bound. The mean
reporter amount produced over time T would be pro-
portional to T , and, assuming many such molecules are
produced over a typical bound interval, noise due to dis-
creteness of the reporter would be negligible. Similarly,
the estimate of the second moment, 〈τ2i 〉 can be obtained
from a secondary reporter, which gets produced with the
rate proportional to the instantaneous amount of the first
reporter, and only while the receptor is bound. If the
production rates are high, discreteness of this reporter
will also be negligible. Then final network readouts can
be activated / suppressed by the reporters to form their
appropriate linear combinations representing cα[8].
Discussion. Here we studied a network of ligands and
receptors with crosstalk, such that the number of ligands
is larger than the number of receptors. Using the max-
imum likelihood solution based on time series of recep-
tor binding and unbinding, we showed that estimation
of ligands in this context, which could have been under-
determined, is, in fact, possible. We noticed that the
maximum likelihood estimator results in a Hessian with
a spectrum with a universal properties. Specifically, the
eigenvalues come in subsets whose size is equal to the
number of receptors in the network, and these subsets are
almost exponentially distributed. This observation can
be employed by biological systems to design simple and
universal chemical kinetics schemes that would estimate
concentrations of ligands from receptor activities irre-
spectively of the details of binding and unbinding rates in
the network. Thus our theory makes specific predictions
about the structure of molecular networks downstream
of cell surface receptors. Whether biological systems fol-
low these predictions remains to be seen, and networks
around EGFR, IGF-1R, FC, and BMPR families of re-
ceptors [16–19], which respond to many related ligands
by many related receptor, are good targets for the inves-
tigation. Finally, since we traced the universal spectrum
of the Hessian to the properties of Vandermonde ma-
trices that enter the inference problem, we expect that
our findings will be applicable more generally, beyond
ligand-receptor molecular networks, including problems
in neuroscience and artificial sensory networks.
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FIG. A1: (a) Same results as in Fig. 1, but for a network of 5 receptors and 40 ligands. All concentrations and binding rates
were set to 1. For these simulations, the unbinding rates were chosen uniformly (not log-normally) at random in the range
[0.5, 1.5], the rest of parameters are as in Fig. 1. The eigenvalues group together in subsets of number of receptors (NR = 5).
These subsets are almost equally spaced on log axis. (b) Eigenvalue spectrum of logP ′′ vs number of receptors, T = 100. The
splitting of the eigenvalues changes as the number of receptors increase. (c) Eigenvalue spectrum of logP ′′ vs the width of the
unbinding rate distribution. The unbinding rates were chosen uniformly at random in the range [1−∆r, 1 + ∆r], with NR = 4,
NL = 40, T = 100. Networks with wider ranges of unbinding rates provides better concentration estimates.
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FIG. A2: Same analysis as in Fig. 2, but for unbinding rates chosen uniformly (not log-normally) at random in the range
[0.5, 1.5]. Here β is still 1, while α ≈ 2.76, indicating that, as mentioned before, rates with wider standard deviations make the
learning problem easier.
